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The economic impact of Covid-19 is being experienced across Irish and global businesses. While some
sectors are suffering to a lesser extent, the nature of our Irish open economy means that unfortunately most
businesses will undoubtedly experience at least some element of effect.

A primary area of concern to Irish businesses given this situation is cashflow management. At PKF we are
helping our clients to understand the key concept of cashflow management and to successfully manage the
optimisation of working capital in these challenging times. The key concept is that “cash is king”. Preserving
cashflow in the coming weeks and months will be critical to most Irish businesses and longer-term survival.

Working Capital Theory
In terms of theory, the concept of managing working capital is about ensuring short term access to funds.
The simplistic approach to working capital is the difference between non-cash current assets (stock & trade
debtors) and non-debt current liabilities (trade creditors).
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Working capital has an opposing effect on cashflow. If it increases, the result is a negative effect on
cashflow whereas a decrease will benefit cashflow. Effectively working capital will either tie up or release
cash to the business.

The decline in economic activity amid Covid-19 means that working capital management must become
even more of a management priority in order to bring efficiency and stability to the cash conversion cycle.
Larger entities are generally better schooled and will already have procedures in place. However, it is
now imperative that all business put more sophisticated processes in place to ride out the storm. This is
even more vital for entities with limited cash reserves or cash management strategy prior to Covid-19.

Establishing intuitive ways to generate cashflows internally can help reduce additional funding
requirements. Efficient working capital methodology should be a priority before turning to banks or other
sources to fund working capital at a time of crisis.



PKF continue to advise our clients daily on what tools and measures they can put in place to
help alleviate cash concerns. The approach chosen is by no means a ‘one-size-fits-all’ but
putting the right measures in place at the right time can be effective.

Business cashflow should already be managed on an ongoing basis to avoid pinch points,
alleviate cash pressures, address constraints before they happen and to protect liquidity.

Amid the current Covid-19 situation, PKF recommends some key measures to further enhance
your businesses’ effective management of cashflows.

Cashflow Management Tools
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1. Assess Cashflow Demands

• Understand the short-term and medium-term implications of Covid-19 on your business.
• Create an accurate estimate of cashflows on a rolling three-month basis – as each week 

passes add a further week.
• Separate forecast cash inflows from outflows – the more detail, the more flexible.
• Participation across departments will be critical to accurate forecasting.
• Carry out regular variance analysis (daily & weekly), identify issues, adjust assumptions.
• Identify a priority list for engagement.

2. Engage with Stakeholders

• Open communication channels with debtors, creditors, Revenue, lenders, employees, 
government agencies etc. 

• Re-evaluate all cash commitments including capital expenditure and reconsider where 
possible / necessary.

• Eliminate all discretionary and non-essential spend, where possible.
• Review commitments to stock and delay where feasible.

3. Act on Conclusions

• Make the hard decisions and act on them.
• Inform your lenders immediately of the impact on your business and avail of whatever 

measures they can offer to assist.
• Speak with suppliers to negotiate extended credit terms.
• Understand what government supports are available to your sector / business to help ease 

constraints e.g. wage subsidies or short-term working capital loans etc.

Once this is complete – begin again.



Effective working capital management measures can depend on the type of business, sector,
customer base and many other factors. The following will assist in the management of stock,
debtor, creditor and cash management.
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Stock
Management

• Assess current stock levels against the current order bank.

• Examine minimum order quantities both inward and outward.

• Optimise order frequency of raw materials to maximise credit
terms.

• Ensure only adequate stock is on hand to service demand.

• Liquidate old or slow-moving stock for cash injection.

Debtor
Management

• Manage aged debtors starting at the top.

• Monitor the financial position of those that are in receipt of credit.

• Optimise stages of invoice to cash cycle ensuring that goods / services
are invoiced immediately on dispatch / provision.

• Avoid providing unnecessary additional credit by delaying invoicing
runs.

• Review credit terms and, where possible, reduce or remove these
going forward to speed up cash collection.

Creditor
Management

• Know your key recurring cash outflow items and when they fall due.

• Agree deferral of payments where possible (rent, loan repayments,
Revenue etc.)

• Optimise creditor payment runs so that terms of all invoices can be
maximised.

• Consider suspending automatic creditor payments to ensure only
invoices due are paid.

• Engage with creditors to extend credit terms.

Cash
Management

• Model forecast cashflows on a currency basis, identify risks and
minimise FX exposure.

• Assess strategy with foreign remittances to home currency and modify
where necessary to limit risk of FX volatility.

• Review any trapped / illiquid cash to improve use of all cash reserves.

• Identify if additional working capital funding is required and open
engagement with the necessary providers.

• Consider boosting working capital position with short term measures
not normally contemplated by your business e.g. institutional loans /
overdrafts, invoice discounting, Government supports or alternative
lenders.
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The aim of improving your cashflow management measures is to
maximise cash inflow and minimise cash outflow. It is vital that these
measures are looked at on a constant developing basis so that
management decisions can be made as things evolve.

Maximise Cash Inflow

• Engagement between supplier / customer is critical to ensuring a
compromised solution.

• Consider a future price adjustment for cash injection now.

• Larger multinationals are actively assisting micro SMEs by paying
invoices sooner to aid cashflow constraints in those smaller
businesses.

Minimise Cash Outflow

• Manage your cash “burn” rate using your weekly / monthly cashflow
forecast.

• Understand the cash your business consumes on an ongoing basis.

• Identify non-business-critical expenditure and eliminate it as soon as
possible.

• Use other alternative sources of finance such as bringing forward
supplier invoices / delaying sales invoices at month end to provide a
cash benefit on VAT returns.

Key Advice
Remember that things will get better. Focus on cash (not profit) for the
short term to keep liquidity in your business. Be proactive with planning,
analysis and re-analysis of you working capital optimisation. Action
instead of re-action will be the key component in durability when we come
out the other side of Covid-19.

Target Outcome
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Carefully assess putting incentives in place such as
discounts for early settlement as often the annual effective
interest rate of even a small discount can be
more costly than other sources of finance such as an
overdraft.

Delayed payments to trade creditors without agreement will
erode goodwill and could well impact your supply chain
later.

Be aware of the options that exist to help 
you manage this difficult time
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